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Our Year 4 Online Learning Pathway 

Dear Parents/Guardians, 
 

Welcome to our Distance Learning Programme  
All students, in KS2, should have received their login details for Google Classroom, where they have access to the 
learning programmes scheduled by their class teachers. If anyone has any difficulty accessing their classroom, please 
use the following email to request support: helpdesk@aaess.sch.ae 
 
You can also email your child’s class teacher for any support with the learning tasks. 

 
The paths will continue to be published on the website, every Thursday, and will provide some additional learning links 
and reminders of how to access the remote learning. In addition to this, we have supplied workbooks for students. If 
you have not received yours, they can be collected, at your convenience, from the administration building. 

 

 Online learning this week 

 
Maths 

During this week, the students will be developing their understanding of money. They will be 
required to identify the different denominations, order and compare money, estimate and 
calculate totals, and find change. They will also complete some word problems, involving 
money, using their adding and subtracting calculation skills. All learning tasks and resources 
can be accessed on the Google classroom which will be scheduled daily. 

 
English 

Reading: Students need to continue reading ‘Tales of a fourth grade nothing’ by Judy Blume 
and tasks set aim to support them in developing an understanding of characters in the story. 
We would also encourage them to develop a deeper understanding by discussing what they 
have read with a family member. 
Writing: Students are required to research the features of instructional writing, formally 
record findings in paragraphs, and use their notes to write a first draft of a recipe to make 
chocolate cake. They will then need to reread their writing to see that the sentences make 
sense and check for errors including grammar and punctuation.  

 
Science 
 

Students will continue to develop their understanding of food chains. The task this week, in 
the Google classroom, requires them to use their knowledge to create their own food chain. 

 
Integrated 
Curriculum 

Students have to examine the life and inventions of Nikola Tesla, identify key points about 
the life of Tesla and discuss why Tesla is an important historical figure. There is also a creative 
concentric circles piece of artwork to create. 

Additional 
online 
learning 
resources 

https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/ 
https://www.dogonews.com/ 
http://www.pobble365.com/ 

https://ttrockstars.com/ 
https://login.myimaths.com 
World Book Reader 
 

 

Y4 class teacher contact details: 

Nic Poisat – 4A 
npoisat@aaess.sch.ae 

Clare Mitchell – 4B 
cmitchell@aaess.sch.ae 

Tim Thorenton – 4C 
tmthorenton@aaess.sch.ae 

Alex Butler – 4D 
abutler@aaess.sch.ae 

Clint Sacks – 4E 
csacks@aaess.sch.ae 
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